
p-groups and pro-p-groups, to in�nity and bak.Bettina Eik and Charles Leedham-GreenThis leture is not a leture, but is rather a shameless advertisement for the book `Thestruture of groups of prime power order', London Mathematial Soiety Monographs, NewSeries 27, Oxford University Press, ISBN 0-19-853584-1, by Susan MKay and myself. Mostof the letures in this onferene would require a book to give an adequate bakground tothe material presented. For this leture, the book has been written.The leture is based on the onept of `olass', as de�ned and elaborated by theprevious speaker (Yiftah Barnea), but to remind you, if P is a p-group of order pn andlass , the olass of P is de�ned to be n� .I have tried ounting the mathematiians involved in the olass projet as a meansof getting to sleep, and have got up to 16; I mention a few. The initial work that leadto the onjetures was joint work with Susan MKay, who also played the entral rolein the �rst major breakthrough in proving the onjetures. The onjetures themselveswere made by Mike Newman and myself. The proofs of the onjetures rely heavily onthe work of Avinoam Mann and Alex Lubotsky on powerful p-groups, and a huge andbrilliant ontribution was made by Aner Shalev. The theorem that I wish to disussproves (with expliit bounds) a onjeture made by Mike Newman and Eamonn O'Brien.An amazing proof of the onjeture, without bounds, was given by Marus du Sautoy, usingzeta funtions. His tehniques have rather general appliability, but as an unavoidableonsequene, do not give suh a preise result as the theorem in question.This theorem is joint work with Bettina Eik, and is about to be published in theBulletin of the London Mathematial Soiety.The olass projet, with the proof of the �ve onjetures, as displayed in the previousleture, has got to the point that, given a reasonable problem about p-groups, we an either�nd a ounterexample (as with the lass-breadth onjetures); or prove a positive result,whih you may or may not like (Bettina Eik proved that the onjeture stating thatevery �nite p-group, with a few obvious exeptions, has order dividing the order of itsautomorphism group, has only �nitely many ounterexample among p-groups of olass r,for �xed p and r); or we an assert that the problem was not reasonable in the �rst ase.So, does anyone have any problems about �nite p-groups that they want solved?(Shoked silene.) How about lassifying �nite p-groups up to isomorphism? (Dismissivelaughter.) Well, I shall lassify �nite p-groups up to isomorphism in the ase p = 2 (oddprimes in this ase are harder; we hope to deal with these groups as well).I shall illustrate our tehniques with the ase of 2-groups of olass 1. There are threesuh groups of order 2n (for n � 4), denoted by D2n , the dihedral group; SD2n , the semi-dihedral group; and Q2n , the quaternion group. All these groups have a yli subgroupof order 2n�1, so we an make a table as follows.D2n C2n�1 : C2SD2n C2n�1 : C2Q2n C2n�1 :C2 :This exhibits the fat that the dihedral and semi-dihedral groups are split extensions ofa yli group of order 2n�1 by a yli group of order 2, and the quaternion group is a1



non-split extension. The distintion between the semi-dihedral and dihedral groups liesin a (slight) di�erene in the ations of the yli group of order 2 on the yli group oforder 2n�1. The quaternion and dihedral groups exhibit the same ation: the yli groupof order 2 ats in both ases by inversion; but in the quaternioni ase the extension doesnot split. (Hene the full stop (or period), as opposed to a olon, in the notation.) Whileproving this trivial result on 2-groups of olass 1 to your third year undergraduates youobserve that the semi-dihedral and quaternion groups have departed from the straight andnarrow path followed by the dihedral groups in two di�erent ways. In one ase the modulehas been orrupted, and in the other ase the ohomology has aused the problem. Therebeing two di�erent types of obstrution, one observes `this will never generalise'. Indeed,in the spirit of the olass onjetures, we note that all three of the above groups haveentres of order 2, and that, after dividing out by these entres, we are redued to dihedralgroups. So if we divide out by a ontemptibly small normal subgroup we get a dihedralgroup, and the semi-dihedral and quaternion groups may be ignored. However, we have setour minds on the lassi�ation of 2-groups up to isomorphism; so we have to undivide outby the entre, and gaze at the three groups in our table, saying `Om' until the followingthought ours. The three groups in question (for given n) ontain unique yli normalsubgroups C of order 2n�2, namely the unique subgroup of that order in the maximalyli subgroup. Moreover, the quotient group is the Klein 4-group V (elementary abelianof order 4), and we an pik generators x and y of V in suh a way that x entralises Cand y inverts C. The module struture is idential for all three groups; and all are nowof the form C:V . So now we have only one invariant to onern ourselves with, name theohomology.Homologial algebra is, in a sense, at the heart of the theory of p-groups. If allthe ohomology groups vanished, all p-groups would degenerate into elementary abeliangroups. But beause ohomology explains everything it explains nothing, and in generalp-groups are too aid for us to be able to ompute the ohomology groups. However,in this ase we an ompute the ohomology groups, as follows. I shall write the yligroup C as T=S, where T is the ring of 2-adi integers, onsidered as an additive group,and S is the unique subgroup of index 2n�2. Now T , and S, and T=S, are V -modules,where x entralises and y multiplies by �1; and it turns out, by a simple exerise inhomologial algebra, that H2(V; T=S) �= H2(V; T ) � H3(V; S). Now we do not wish toonsider every element of H2(V; T=S); only those elements that give rise to 2-groups ofolass 1. Unsurprisingly the lasses that orrespond to groups of olass 1 are thosethat orrespond to elements (�; �) 2 H2(V; T )�H3(V; S) where � de�nes the limit groupZ2 : C2. Here Z2 is the additive group of p-adi integers, with the generator of C2 atingas multipliation by �1; so this limit group is the unique pro-2-group of olass 1, and isthe inverse limit of the dihedral groups of order 2n: that is, Z2 : C2 = lim D2n . It is easyto see that H2(V; T ) is yli of order 2, so � is onstrained to be the unique non-trivialelement of this group, and � an be hosen freely from H3(V; S), a group isomorphi toC2 � C2. Thus we have four ohomology lasses to desribe three isomorphism lassesof groups. This orresponds to the fat that di�erent ohomology lasses, that is to saydi�erent extension lasses, an give rise to isomorphi extension groups. So we need toonsider, not elements of H3(V; S), but rather equivalene lasses of elements of H3(V; S)2



under a ertain automorphism group. This is a minor tehnial detail that will be lear tothe experts, and of no interest to the rest.We an now desribe our three lasses of groups by presentations that desribe thesegroups as extensions of the form (T=S):V as follows.Ga;b = ht; x; y j t2n�2 = 1; tx = t; ty = t�1; x2 = t; y2 = ta2n�3 ; [y; x℄ = t1+b2n�3i:Here t generates T=S, whih is yli of order 2n�2; and x and y generate V . Note thatZ2 : C2 has the presentationZ2 : C2 = ht; x; y j tx = t; ty = t�1; x2 = t; y2 = 1; [y; x℄ = ti:The above presentation for Ga;b is obtained from this presentation by adding the extrarelation t2n�2 = 1, and introduing the (small) variations given by a and b. Clearly aand b an be regarded as lying in C2; so we see that the above parametrisation of thepresentation may be regarded as a parametrisation by H3(V; S) �= C2�C2. One sees easilythat G00 is the dihedral group, the isomorphi groups G01 and G11 are semi-dihedral, andthat G10 is the quaternion group.All of the above remarks have been relatively elementary. Our theorem states thatthese desriptions of the isomorphism lasses of 2-groups of olass 1 an be extendedto give desriptions of the isomorphism lasses of all suÆiently large 2-groups of anyolass. This requires the full fore of the olass theory (for p = 2). At the entre ofthis theory are onjetures C, D and E, as given in the previous leture, that desribe thepro-p-groups of �nite olass, and assert that there are only �nitely many suh for �xed pand �xed olass. These pro-p-groups in the general ase play the role of Z2 : C2 in thease of olass 1. To give an example of suh a pro-p-group onsider the split extensionof T = Z2 � Z2 � Z2 � Z2 by P = C2 o C2 o C2. The wreath produt has a base groupthat is elementary abelian of rank 4, and ats on T by multiplying eah of the diretsummands powers of �1. Modulo this base group we have C2 o C2 = D8 that permutesnaturally the four summands by the usual permutational wreath produt ation of D8.Now ertain subgroups of G = T : P will also be of �nite olass. The deliate issue isthat these subgroups will generally be of smaller olass than the parent group. Moreover,these subgroups may be non-split extensions of an open subgroup of T by a subgroup ofP , and the fat that the extension is non-split will redue the olass. In other words,if the olass is given, the existene of non-split extensions has the potential to inreasethe dimensions of the pro-p-groups in question, and this introdued serious problems withproving the olass onjetures. As another example of a pro-2-group of �nite olass, thereis a representation of the quaternion group of order 16, ating in dimension 4 over Z2: theorresponding (split) extension gives rise to a pro-2-group of olass 4. Thus all examplesof just-in�nite pro-2-groups of �nite olass arise either from Z2 : C2, or from Z42 : Q16, bytaking wreath produts with C2 and taking ertain open subgroups. The ase of Z42 : Q16has the property that it is not the 2-adi ompletion of a disrete representation, sine Q16has no faithful 4-dimensional representation over the integers (or over the rationals).The methodology of this work may be desribed as follows. We �rst examine the pro-2-groups of �nite olass (going to in�nity), and then use the struture of these in�nite3



groups to dedue the preise struture of the 2-groups of �nite olass (returning to the�nite universe).Apart from dealing with odd primes, there are also similar theorems to be proved tolassify p-groups by rank and obliquity.I thank Fabrizio Catanese for his very onstrutive questions during the leture, andDan Segal for shedding a bright light on the proeedings.
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